The Challenge of Binarizing Choriocapillaris Flow on OCTA {#sec1}
=========================================================

Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is an extension of the OCT imaging technology along the time dimension: When controlling for motion artifact, the only detectable difference between repeated B-scans at the same retinal location is due to movement of erythrocytes. By recording this decorrelation signal---the difference between a temporal sequence of B-scans---across lateral space, as in an OCT cube scan, it is possible to reconstruct blood flow in the various retinal plexuses. This has enabled the non-invasive, depth-resolved, in vivo exploration of retinal perfusion, a capability that has many research and clinical implications.[@bib1]

The recent availability of longer wavelength, swept-source OCTA instruments has enabled enhanced signal penetration beneath scattering and/or attenuating structures, such as the retinal pigment epithelium or drusen, so that choriocapillaris (CC) perfusion may be better visualized.[@bib2] However, there remain a number of features that make CC perfusion uniquely difficult to quantify accurately in physiologic and pathologic conditions. One of these challenges occurs at the image processing step known as binarization, which uses a thresholding algorithm to convert 8-bit (grayscale pixel values coded on a scale of 0--255) OCTA images to black and white (binary pixel values) images representing non-flow and flow, respectively. There is currently no consensus on binarization practice, and choice of binarization method has been shown to result in significantly different flow deficit metrics.[@bib3]^--^[@bib5] Thus, binarization could benefit from a more concerted effort at physiologic and pathophysiologic grounding.

This has not been a straightforward task, however. Unlike more superficial vasculature, the discontinuous appearance of the CC on en face images precludes the use of vessel continuity as a physiologic reference. Furthermore, established retinal imaging techniques (such as fluorescein angiography and fundus photography) are not available as accepted ground truths for comparison. Indeed, ground truths of any kind for CC flow measurement are absent.[@bib6] Although histology can be informative, it is limited to describing post mortem structure rather than in vivo function, meaning its use is restricted to judicious inference. Previous OCTA studies may also be informative, assuming these prior OCTA findings are robust and reproducible and when somewhat different methodologies arrive at similar conclusions. An example of this is the set of studies that found a positive association between advancing age and increasing CC flow deficit metrics.[@bib7]^--^[@bib10] However, confirmation of previous OCTA findings in itself, without additional grounding in the reality of CC structure and function, may simply perpetuate erroneous conclusions due to, for example, a systematic error in image acquisition or processing.

There have been some commendable efforts that have worked toward physiologic grounding of CC perfusion as imaged with OCTA, typically in normal eyes. For example, the OCTA methodologies used by Spaide[@bib7] and Alten et al.[@bib10] suggested decreased macular perfusion with advancing age, a conclusion well supported by histology.[@bib11]^,^[@bib12] Zhang et al.[@bib13] suggested the increased accuracy of applying a lower flow deficit area threshold to account for histologically anchored intercapillary distance. It has been observed that, to the extent possible, binarized CC images should make sense from a qualitative perspective, for example, by displaying peripheral macular lobularity and by gross resemblance to the pre-binarized angiogram.[@bib5]^,^[@bib14] Selection of binarization method should make use of information from such attempts at physiologic grounding. More work must be done on accurate binarization, however, particularly in diseased eyes if studies involving diseased eyes are to make pathophysiologic claims. At the current stage of OCTA CC research, as ground truths and pathophysiologic reference characteristics are lacking or incomplete, the best that may be done with respect to selection of binarization method is a wariness of implausibility and argument for the reasonableness of a chosen method based on suspected pathophysiology. However, any conclusions about pathophysiology should be appropriately qualified. In particular, it should be clearly acknowledged that extent of confidence in choice of binarization method depends directly on extent of confidence that the hypothesized reality of CC flow conforms to the true reality of CC flow.

A Case {#sec2}
======

Recently, our group completed a study that suggested that dry age-related macular degeneration (AMD) stage had a statistically significant relationship with macular CC flow deficit metrics ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).[@bib15] The Phansalkar local binarization method, based on the mean and standard deviation of grayscale values within a given radius (15 pixels in this study), was developed for effective binarization in low-contrast settings.[@bib3]^,^[@bib5] It was used in this study because of the low-contrast character of the CC, its prevalence in the literature,[@bib8]^,^[@bib16]^,^[@bib17] its compatibility with the known structure of the CC,[@bib7] and reports of its reasonable approximation of average flow deficit size.[@bib3] Upon further analysis, there were at least five additional arguments that Phansalkar local binarization (radius, 15 pixels) was a reasonable method for our study, most of which can be elucidated by considering the summary statistics of the study ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). For orientation, columns in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} show flow deficit metrics (flow deficit percentage and average flow deficit size) and dry AMD stage for 6 × 6-mm, macula-centered en face images at the level of the CC. The rows show regions of analysis with sizes (e.g., 1 mm) representing the diameter of a circle centered on the fovea; rings exclude either a 1-mm-diameter central area (3-mm ring) or a 3-mm-diameter central area (5-mm ring). Staging was based on clinical trial criteria,[@bib18] with areas of geographic atrophy (GA) excluded from analysis to minimize detection of flow from inwardly displaced choroidal vessels.1.With rare exception, there is an increase in both flow deficit metrics from the early stage through the advanced stage. This might be expected based on OCTA and histology studies that have found flow or vessel impairment beneath drusen and around GA lesions[@bib17]^,^[@bib19]^--^[@bib22] and progressively by dry AMD stage.[@bib12]^,^[@bib23] Even if stage is minimally contributory to flow deficit metrics, this trend is consistent with the findings of multiple studies of age in the CC,[@bib7]^--^[@bib12] as there was a respective increase in the mean ages of early, intermediate, and advanced eyes in our cohort (early, intermediate, and advanced eye mean ages: 72, 77, and 81 years, respectively).2.There is a trend toward convergence of flow deficit metrics among stages in more peripheral regions. If advancing stage is indeed positively associated with increasing age, and age has less of an association with CC flow deficit in peripheral regions,[@bib8]^,^[@bib9] then the diminished difference in flow deficit metrics among stages in these regions is not surprising.3.Within each stage there is a trend of decreasing flow deficit metrics from central to peripheral regions. This is logical if these trends are substantially influenced by age, which as noted above has a stronger association with flow deficit centrally versus peripherally. Such topographic influence is supported by modeling showing a strong correlation between age and macular CC flow deficit in eyes with dry AMD.[@bib15] Although this support is weakened by self-referentiality (this modeling relies upon the very binarization parameters whose reasonableness is being argued for here), we still think this argument worth making by a previously advocated principle---namely, the cautious utility of disparate methods converging on similar conclusions. A strong correlation between age and macular CC flow deficit in eyes with dry AMD was also affirmed with binarization parameters---Otsu global and Phansalkar local (3-pixel radius), both discussed below---other than the Phansalkar local (15-pixel radius) method used in the referenced modeling.4.Standard deviations are, without exception, smallest in the early stage to largest in the advanced stage. It is reasonable to think that there would be lower variation in patients with minimal disease (early) versus those with widely variable drusen burden (intermediate) versus those with disease that is phenotypically most diverse (advanced), ranging from barely hypertransmissive nascent GA to severe GA.5.Flow deficit percentage and average flow deficit size are positively correlated across stages and regions of analysis. Anatomically, this ought to be the case, because when flow deficit percentage increases, assumedly due to real or effective CC vessel loss, the space between areas of flow (average flow deficit size) should enlarge. This principle was recently demonstrated quantitatively by Shi et al.[@bib14]

###### 

Summary of Case Study Used to Discuss an Approach to Binarization Method Selection

  ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study question          Does dry AMD stage have a statistically significant relationship with macular choriocapillaris perfusion and, if so, how does this vary topographically?
  Study findings          There is a statistically significant relationship between dry AMD stage and macular choriocapillaris perfusion that is most prominent in more peripheral macular regions.
  Sample size             56 eyes with dry AMD from 41 patients; 23 early, 12 intermediate, and 21 advanced
  Image characteristics   6 × 6-mm en face, macula-centered OCTA images composed of 500 B-scans at 500 A-scans per B-scan
  Instrument              PLEX Elite 9000 (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA)
  Image analysis          ImageJ 1.52h
  Binarization method     Phansalkar local (15-pixel radius)
  Modeling                Linear (generalized estimating equations)
  ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Summary Statistics for All Dry AMD Stages and Regions of Analysis Using the Phansalkar Local Threshold (Radius, 15 Pixels)

                      FD%         Average Flow Deficit Size (µm^2^)                                                                                   
  ------------- ---------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------------------
  1-mm area                                                                                                                                           
   Mean (SD)       26.9 (3.2)                31.7 (7.4)                     33.9 (8.0)               710.7 (230.0)               944.1 (593.9)              1349.2 (834.3)
   \[Range\]     \[22.0--35.5\]            \[23.9--45.0\]                 \[20.0--46.6\]           \[381.1--1407.6\]           \[418.9--2053.1\]           \[326.2--3457.2\]
  3-mm ring                                                                                                                                           
   Mean (SD)       26.4 (3.2)                29.8 (5.7)                    36.6 (11.6)               700.4 (219.7)             **796.5 (394.8)**          **1479.7 (1023.1)**
   \[Range\]     \[22.1--32.7\]            \[22.5--38.6\]                 \[18.7--58.1\]           \[370.8--1119.2\]         **\[377.7--1606.7\]**       **\[315.9--3701.0\]**
  5-mm area                                                                                                                                           
   Mean (SD)       25.6 (2.8)                27.3 (4.4)                     32.1 (7.4)               676.3 (192.3)             **672.9 (291.8)**          **1239.4 (748.4)**
   \[Range\]     \[20.7--31.8\]            \[20.8--34.2\]                 \[18.4--43.4\]           \[384.5--1054.0\]       **\[353.6**--**1263.4\]**   **\[309.0**--**2763.7\]**
  5-mm ring                                                                                                                                           
   Mean (SD)       25.3 (2.9)              **25.8 (3.8)**                 **31.4 (7.4)**           **655.7 (192.3)**           **587.1 (240.3)**          **1157.0 (676.3)**
   \[Range\]     \[19.7--31.3\]        **\[19.6**--**32.1\]**         **\[18.2**--**43.0\]**   **\[381.1**--**1005.9\]**   **\[329.6**--**1060.9\]**   **\[298.7**--**2396.4\]**
  Whole image                                                                                                                                         
   Mean (SD)       25.2 (2.9)                25.9 (3.8)                     30.1 (6.4)            **66 9.5 (192.3)**           **604.2 (247.2)**          **1050.6 (535.6)**
   \[Range\]     \[19.5--31.9\]            \[19.5--31.8\]                 \[18.6--39.2\]       **\[394.8**--**1084.9\]**   **\[336.5**--**1091.8\]**   **\[315.9**--**2087.4\]**

Values in bold represent regions with a statistically significant relationship between dry AMD stage and flow deficit percentage or average flow deficit size---specifically in comparing intermediate versus advanced stages (5-mm ring for flow deficit percentage; 3-mm ring, 5-mm area, 5-mm ring, and whole image for average flow deficit size) and early versus intermediate stages (5-mm ring and whole image for average flow deficit size). Based on table © Braun et al. in *Investigative Ophthalmology & Visual Science* under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license.

For contrast, the results of our study were compared with those that instead employed an Otsu global threshold, which is based on minimizing grayscale variance within above-threshold and below-threshold classes and which has also been used in analysis of OCTA metrics, including on CC angiograms.[@bib3]^,^[@bib24]^,^[@bib25] The study method was otherwise repeated exactly, and cohort characteristics remained the same. The [Figure](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of the same angiogram after the binarization step in our study, using the Phansalkar local and Otsu methods. Use of the Otsu method, inferior for CC analysis from a theoretical standpoint due to the non-bimodal character of the en face CC histogram,[@bib26] resulted in notable departures from the five arguments above with respect to summary statistics ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). For example, it is unlikely that, due to some combination of lowest age and least severity of the three stages, early eyes would have the highest flow deficit percentage among all stages (5-mm area, 5-mm ring, and whole image). Or, again, there are regions of analysis (average flow deficit size for the 5-mm ring and whole image) where the standard deviation for early eyes is greater than that for intermediate eyes. Importantly, the Otsu global threshold does not clearly seem to offer alternative arguments that would support its superiority with respect to pathophysiologic accuracy in this case, based on what is suspected about actual flow in dry AMD. It might well have done so if, for example, actual flow deficits were definitively determined to be closer to the larger values found with Otsu binarization, but because this pathophysiologic reality is not well understood, it cannot be used as a reference in selection of binarization method.

![Example of 6 × 6-mm, macula-centered choriocapillaris angiogram from eye with intermediate AMD (original, *left*) after binarization with the Phansalkar local method, radius 15 pixels (*center*), versus the Otsu global method (*right*). Per the analysis in our study investigating the relationship between dry AMD stage and CC flow deficit metrics, each image previously underwent compensation for signal attenuation beneath drusen. Flow is shown in *white*, and regions of analysis corresponding to those in [Tables 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} are shown by the *blue overlay*.](tvst-9-8-44-f001){#fig1}

###### 

Summary Statistics for All Dry AMD Stages and Regions of Analysis Using the Otsu Global Threshold

                        FD%           Average Flow Deficit Size (µm^2^)                                                                    
  ------------- -------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- -----------------------
  1-mm area                                                                                                                                
   Mean (SD)         40.2 (6.6)                  45.6 (8.8)                43.0 (10.2)        2011.9 (1572.4)          2599.0 (2262.5)         2588.7 (2252.2)
   \[Range\]       \[28.9--58.7\]              \[36.6--63.0\]             \[19.6--63.2\]     \[731.3--8411.4\]        \[985.3--7875.8\]       \[367.4--1.0E5\]
  3-mm ring                                                                                                                                
   Mean (SD)         43.5 (5.4)                  44.5 (5.6)                48.4 (11.7)      **2595.5 (1287.5)**      **2173.2 (1383.6)**       3488.2 (2767.2)
   \[Range\]       \[34.8--51.9\]              \[37.4--54.7\]             \[33.5--78.4\]    **\[892.6--480.7\]**    **\[954.4--5352.4\]**     \[803.4--1.2E5\]
  5-mm area                                                                                                                                
   Mean (SD)       **42.2 (3.6)**              **40.8 (4.0)**               41.5 (8.9)       **2265.9 (824.0)**      **1692.6 (878.9)**        2386.1 (1407.6)
   \[Range\]     **\[35.2--47.1\]**          **\[35.4--48.7\]**           \[17.7--54.2\]   **\[937.3--3495.0\]**    **\[909.8--3481.3\]**     \[309.0--5503.5\]
  5-mm ring                                                                                                                                
   Mean (SD)       **41.8 (3.6)**              **38.4 (3.8)**               40.8 (8.8)       **2108.0 (786.2)**      **1400.8 (679.8)**        2193.8 (1301.2)
   \[Range\]     **\[34.3--47.4\]**          **\[34.2--45.7\]**           \[17.7--53.3\]   **\[858.3--3278.7\]**    **\[837.7--2746.6\]**     \[309.0--4906.1\]
  Whole image                                                                                                                              
   Mean (SD)       **41.5 (3.0)**              **38.6 (3.4)**               38.4 (7.3)       **2152.6 (758.7)**      **1442.0 (707.2)**      **1850.5 (875.5)**
   \[Range\]     **\[36.3--46.3\]**          **\[34.5--46.2\]**           \[19.6--49.7\]   **\[1023.1--3337.1\]**   **\[878.9--2986.9\]**   **\[422.3--4095.8\]**

Values in bold represent regions with a statistically significant relationship between dry AMD stage and flow deficit percentage or average flow deficit size---specifically in comparing early versus intermediate stages (5-mm area, 5-mm ring, and whole image for flow deficit percentage; 3-mm ring, 5-mm area, 5-mm ring, and whole image for average flow deficit size) and early versus advanced stages (whole image for average flow deficit size).

None of this is to argue that the Phansalkar local method with the parameters we used was the most accurate, but there is cause to think it was a reasonable technique to use for this study. Very recent work on the Phansalkar local method by Chu et al.,[@bib5]^,^[@bib26] particularly as it relates to intercapillary distance, leads us to believe that, were we to repeat this study, a pixel radius of 2 to 4 would likely be more appropriate. Although re-analysis shows that use of this smaller radius instead of a 15-pixel radius does not radically alter the conclusions of the study---there remains a relationship between dry AMD stage and CC flow deficit that is most prominent in more peripheral macular regions---it is a good example of the iterative refinement critically needed in the field of CC flow quantification.

Conclusions {#sec3}
===========

In the current absence of ground truths for OCTA studies of physiologic and pathophysiologic CC flow, choosing a binarization method can be a challenge; however, it seems reasonable to think that histology and prior OCTA studies can provide a useful reference for approaching the physiologic reality of CC flow. Only one example of this strategy has been discussed in this article, but a more expansive exploration of binarization in the context of a diversity of pathologies---alongside healthy CC anatomy and physiology---has the potential to make strides toward addressing the problem of accurate binarization. Effectively, the identification of an increasing number of anatomic and approximate physiologic CC characteristics in both health and disease could provide an increasingly refined set of criteria by which to judge the success of binarization methods with respect to physiologic fidelity.
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